Abstract| Finding simple disjoin t functional decompositions is a basic problem, but is generally time-consuming since there are nearly 2 n bipartitions of input variable. This paper introduces three parameters to nd bipartitions of the input variables. It also de nes \ideal random logic functions," and derives their properties. Experimental results using randomly generated functions and benchmark functions show the usefulness of the approach.
I. Introduction
Decompositions of logic functions ha ve been studied for many y ears 1, 4 ] . A function f has a simple disjoint decomposition if f is represented as f(X 1 X 2 ) = g(h(X 1 ) X 2 ). To nd decompositions for look-up-table type FPGA, the n umber of variables in X 1 may b e a t most ve 6, 10, 21] . So, the num ber of bipartitions to consider is C(n 5), where n is the num ber of the input variables.
However, to nd general decompositions, the n umber of variables in X 1 is unbounded, and we h a ve to consider nearly 2 n di erent bipartitions (X 1 X 2 ) of input variables fx 1 x 2 : : : x n g. When n is large, the num ber of bipartitions to consider is too large, but the exhaustive search i s impractical. Roughly speaking, decomposition methods can be classi ed into two: Exhaustive methods 2, 8, 9, 14, 16 , 18, 20, 22] and heuristic methods 3, 5 , 23, 11, 12] . Exhaustive methods nd all possible decompositions, but they are usually time consuming. On the other hand, heuristic methods nd only a part of all possible decompositions, but they are relatively fast. This paper, we will consider a heuristic method to nd decompositions. For the heuristics, we i n troduce three parameters. By using these parameters, w e can e cien tly nd decompositions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II gives de nitions and basic properties. Section III introduces two parameters, and sho w their application to nd decompositions of cascade realizable functions. Section IV introduces \ideal random logic functions," as well as an another parameter. W e will derive the properties of these parameters. Section V is the experimen tal results showing e ectiveness of these approaches by using randomly generated functions and benc hmark functions.
For the page limitation, all the proofs are omitted.
II. De nitions and Basic Properties
De nition 2.1 df dx i =f(x 1 x 2 : : : i 0 x i+1 : : : x n ) f(x 1 x 2 : : : i 1 x i+1 : : : x n ) is a Boolean di erence of f with respect to x i . Lemma 2.1 Let f and g be functions of x y z :::. Then, we h a ve the following:
6. d dx ( df dy ) = d dy ( df dx ). Lemma 2.2 When f does not depend on x, a n d g depends on x, w e h a ve the followings:
De nition 2.2 Let (X 1 X 2 ) be a bipartition of X = (x 1 x 2 : : : x n ). If f is represented as f(X 1 X 2 ) = g(h(X 1 ) X 2 ), then f has a simple disjoin t decomposition. Variables in X 1 are bound variables, and variables in X 2 are free variables. Lemma 2.3 Let f be decomposed as f(X 1 X 2 ) = g(h(X 1 ) X 2 ). If x 1 2 X 1 , t h e n df dx 1 = dg dh dh dx 1 : When f = x k+1 _h(X).
When f = x k+1 h(X). df dx k+1 = h(X) and df dx k = x k+1 dh dx k :
When f = x k+1 h(X). df dx k+1 = 1 and df dx k = dh dx k :
Theorem 3.1 Let f(x 1 x 2 : : : x n ) be realized by a cascade network of two-input gates as shown in Fig. 3 
(End of Example)
As shown in Theorem 3.1, den( df dx i ) is a parameter that shows the ordering of the variable in the cascade realizations. Next, we w i l l i n troduce an another parameter that also shows the ordering of the variables. 
IV. Ideal Random Logic Functions
In the previous section, we showed that den( df dx i ) is useful to nd bipartitions for cascade realizable functions. However, only a fraction of the functions are cascade realizable. In this section, we w i l l i n troduce ideal random logic functions, and show that den( df fx i ) a n d den( Lemma 4.3 Let (X 1 X 2 X 3 ) be a partition of X, and f be decomposed as f(X 1 X 2 X 3 ) = g(h 1 (X 1 ) h 2 (X 2 ) X 3 ), where g, h 1 , and h 2 are ideal random logic functions with densities d g , d h 1 , and d h 2 , respectively (See Fig. 4.1) . Also, assume that the Boolean di erences of g, h 1 , and h 2 are also ideal random logic functions. ):
As shown in this section, den( df dx i ) a n d den( d 2 f dx i dx j ) are useful to nd the decompositions of functions that are composed of ideal random logic functions.
V. Experimental Results
In many cases, the given functions are not cascade realizable nor composed of ideal random logic functions. However, parameters introduced in Section III are still useful to nd bipartitions for disjoint decompositions. To see the usefulness of the parameters, we constructed multi-level networks by using randomly generated functions.
A. Decomposition of f = g(g(X 1 ) X 2 ), where jX 1 j = 5 .
We randomly generated a ve-variable function g, where w(g) = 12, and constructed the network shown in To see the e ectiveness of the parameters den( d 2 f dx i dx j ), we did the following: We used the same random function g to construct the network shown in Fig. 5.2 , where X 1 = ( x 1 x 2 : : : x 5 ), X 2 = ( x 6 x 7 : : : x 10 ), and X 3 = (x 11 x 12 x 13 ). Table 5 .2 shows the values of (f : x i ) a n d w( df dx i ). Also in this case, we can observe that the parameters for the free variables are larger than ones for the bound variables. However, in this case, these parameters are not su cient to nd the bipartition of the variables. The maximum value 1152 occurs when (x i x j 2 X 1 ) o r ( x i 2 X 2 and x j 2 X 3 ). Also, the value 640 occur for many cases.
One reason for this is that g and df dx i do not satisfy the conditions of ideal random logic functions. We consider that to be ideal random logic functions, the number of variables in g should be larger.
C. Decomposition of f = g(g(X 1 ) g (X 2 ) X 3 ), where
We generated a random function g o f 7 v ariables, where w(g) = 64. And, constructed the network shown in Fig. 5.2 , where X 1 = ( x 1 x 2 : : : x 7 ), X 2 = ( x 8 x 9 : : : x 14 ), and X 3 = ( x 15 x 16 : : : x 19 ). 
D. Other Benchmark Functions
In most cases, logic functions used in industries are nonrandom. However, we can use these parameters to nd decompositions by using the following: Algorithm 5.1
1. Partition the multiple-output function into singleoutput functions, and decompose each function separately. Generate the BDD for each function. 2. If there is a level with width two, then decompose the function into two, and apply this step recursively. Table 5 .5 compares the numbers of decompositions found by Algorithm 5.1 and ones found by DECOMPOS 16] . In Table 5 .5, PAR denotes the numberofblocks after decompositions using Algorithm 5.1 JAC denotes the number of blocks after decompositions using DECOMPOS 16] , and OUT denotes the number of outputs. Note that DE-COMPOS nds all the disjoint decompositions. Ratio = (P A R ;OUT) (JA C;OUT) 100 denotes the percentage of the decompositions found by Algorithm 5.1. Note that C1355 has no decomposition. Except for a few cases (i.e., C1908, b3 and x6dn), Algorithm 5.1 found considerable part of decompositions.
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we i n troduced three parameters to nd disjoint decompositions. (f : x i ) a n d w( df dx i ) s h o w the in uence of the variables in the networks: The greater the values, the more in uential the variables. Thus, the less in uential variables are candidates for bound variables.
Since these parameters are relatively easily calculated, any functional decomposition systems can incorporate this method. 
